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CHAPTER I

TIIE PURPOSE

Stress is an inevitable part of the human condition and the manner
in which it is responded to and handled determines in large part whether it
will facilitate constructive behavior or result in maladaptive performance
decrements.

Some of the recent studies of emergency psychotherapy e.nd crisis

intervention therapy point to some different meanings of the concept of stress.
Rappaport (1962) notes the lay concept of stress as disaster and adds that
stress is commonly interpreted as a stressf'ul event or situation, and/or a
stressful stimulus.

Stress,. in common parlance, has a negative connotation

--- it is a burden under which a person either survives or falls apart.

Vel-

hard. (1961) cites the "growth-promoting potential" of stressful crisis states,
noting that the stress of a crisis is a catalyst that shakes up old habits,
elicits new responses and is a major force in directing and leading to new
developments.

Under stress, new coping mechanisms can arise that serve to

strengthen adaptations.
The literature is full of' studies of stress upon different kinds of
f'unotioning, i.e., ps,rohomotor, perceptual, intellectual, learning, etc.

In

a review of the literature on the effects of psychological stress on performance, Lazarus. Deese and Osler (1952) comment that the OYerall findings
suggest that stress produces performance decrements on comparatively complex
tasks e.nd facilitates performance on simple tasks.

In e. later survey of the

literature dealing with cognitive behavior under stress. Zaidi (1969) notes
that the researchers demonstrated (not always conclusively) that under stress1
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inducing conflicts, the organism sooner or later exhibits disorganized behavior of some degree and intensity.

Child (1954), in a review of the liter-

ature, notes that in general the research findings shaw that as tasks become
more complex, hi&}l-anxious subjects show increasingly poorer performance than
low-anxious aubjeots.

It is apparent that if we are to effectively study

the effeots of stress on human organisms, we shall have to continue to aim at
scientific

investi~tions

of smaller aspects of behavior under stress, for

our current understanding of stress is far from complete.

looreover, as

?unkenstein et e.l (195'7) note, it is important to study healthy individuals.
Th.e authors comnent that most studies of stress have examined disturbed individuals, and the knowled_ge gained thereby has been obtained primarily from
disordered processes in. siolc people.

To understand the manner in which people

react to threat, however, the authors maintain that the variability in performance among healthy people should be studied.
Lazarus, Baker, Braverman and Mlyer (195'7) note that stress involves
the thwarting of a motive and its occurenoe depends in part upon an individual's motivational charaoteristics.

In a recent publication. Lazarus (1966)

infers the presence of stress from reports or disturbed affects, motor-behavioral reactions, changes in adequaoy of cognitive functioning and physiologioal changes.
oogr~tive

Reality can be misinterpreted as a reflection or impaired

activity in the attempt to oope.

According to Lazarus, the key

intervening variable in psyohologioal stress analysis is the concept of threat
whioh is characterised by the antioipation of future harm and is dependent
upon cognitionsJ as the degree of threat increases, the coping processes become

more primitive.
Lasarus (1966) and Easterbrook (1959) indicate some of the research

findings which show how anxiety • as a response to threat, interferes with

:s
normal cognitive functioning.

The cognitive disturbance under threat takes

the form of a narrowing or a limiting of the perceptual field.

According to

Lazarus (1966), the inadequate performance comes not from the intervention of
emotions directly into thought processes, but instead the threat unbalances
the psychological system of motives, beliefs, abilities, appraisal of stimuli,
etc.

Thus, the "emotion" does not cause the troubleJ the real cause is the

recognition of the threat and the subsequent cognitions that come before the
effort to cope with it.

The psychological processes of stress are cognitive

and depend upon appraisal.

Cognitive processes exist before the emotion and

the individual is inclined to interpret situations in particular ways because
of a pven cognitive structure.
There are three main explanations of cognitive performance under
stresau

drive interpretations (Spence, 1958) which assume that drive multi-

plies strengths of all habits including those related to task performance, and
high anxiety thus increases the strength of both correct and incorrect re-

sponses, interference interpretations (Child and Waterhouse, 1952), which
maintain that anxiety interferes with those responses necessary for effective
task performanceJ and reduction of cue utilization interpretations (Easterbrook, 1959) which describe a narrowing of attention and the perceptual field
---- on some tasks a reduction of cues improves performance because irrelevant cues are excluded, on others it impairs performance because it excludes
cues necessary to successful task performance.
The present study attempts to utilize a clinical assesmnent technique
(the Minnesota Percepto Diagnostic Test) to experimentally study a behavior
(rotational behavior) which is hypothesized from the foregoing to be inf'luenced by a personality state of anxiety.

A pilot study conducted earlier b.y
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the author (see appendix) suggested that figure rotation anomalies do occur
under stress in a

non-p~chiatric

population.

In this study, anxiety ia de-

tined as a state, not a trait, i.e., it is not a characteristic the subject
carries around with him or a disposition to react in a certain way to a variety

ot situations.

It is instead a response to a given set of streu-in-

ducing conditions as defined in the study.

Lazarus (1966) makes the point

that much of the research on stress does not make it clear that the response
occurs to known stimulus conditions and therefore is probably determined by
those conditions.
This study investigates how normal individuals respond in an attempt
to adjust to a visual field.

By attempting to quantity the data, the hope ia

to add some information to the study of perceptual processes with normals
so as to better understand and more validly apply a specific clinical tool
involved in the evaluation of abnormal personality.
To the writer' a knowled&& 1 there ia no published research on rotational anomalies among non-psychiatric populations.

As will be reviewed in de-

tail later, most ot the investigations obtaining aipiticant results use
"labeled" psychiatric groups as the experimental group and a nonpaychiatric,
"normal" control group.

Aa a consequence, rotational phenomena are routinely

regarded as a serious pathological indicator of one degree and type or another.
No

studies, to the writer• a knowledge, have investigated whether rotational

phenomena can occur among a normal adult population under specified conditions.
If indeed they can occur under certain conditions, clinicians would then do
well to examine all the conditions under which a rotational anomaly was observed in clinical practice.

If it could be shown that rotations do not sig-

nificantly occur in nonpsyohiatric groups, then the presence of rotations in
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test protocols could coni'idently be taken to indicate the presence of psychopathology.
Previous research disoueses the phenomena of figure rotations utilizing
almost exclusively the Bender-Gestalt test with children and few adults, without ..,ontrolling for rotational s.rtii'aots, using scodng systems of doubtful
reliability, and making interprete,tions on the basis of quantified subjective
judprumts.

This study attempts to oorreot for these omissions by utilizing

a. well-standardized, objectively scored• rigidly administered measure of

proven reliability to investigate the relationship of stress to rotational
behavior.
othera

Moreover, this study attempts to avoid what this investigator a:nd

re~rd

as methodological deficiencies of many other studies of per-

ceptual processes that deliberately use ambiguous stimuli ~or ver,y quick
exposure times which themselves call influence the results in an unwanted
fashion.

To s\lii'Jme.rize the purpose of this study, then, it is hypothesized that
normal subjects under two kinds of stress, i.e., high

8k:,"'

involvement and

difficult taSks, will become sufficiently disorganized so as to rotate figure
patterns significantly more as compared to non-streued control voup.

The

interaction effects of the two aspects of streu, i.e., ego involvement and
task difficulty will also be investigated.
There is ono other aspect to the study.

:Sender (1952) has noted that

schizophrenic children rotate rhythmically• almost as if the figures on the
horizontal plane tend to be "pulled" around into a vertical figure.

Werner

and Wapner (1954), in a more theoretically rei'ined statement of this behavior,

maintain that

11

visual directional dyruunios!' exist as behaviorally

l~a.sured

events and have demonstrated the ef't'eots of visual d:,rnamics inherent in
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figures with respect to their position in reference to the apparent median
plane.

According to these authors, visual dynamics affect the equilibrial

state of the organism and "pull" the organism in the direction of the dynamics, a "pull" that is counteracted b,y an organismic pull in the opposite
direction.
According to their sensory...tonic theory, the low-stress subjects, not
being in a state of disequilibria, would be less subject to "pull" because
they could more effectively differentiate between their own bodies, the figure
and the ground, and therefore better follow the test instructions.

High...

stress subjects, on the other hand, already in a state of disequilibria,
should be more af:f'eoted by the pull o:f' visual dynamics and should rotate not
only quantitatively more but consistently in the direction of how they perceive the pull of the stimulus.
torial character.

Their rotations should have more o:f' a. vec-

It is therefore hypothesized that, e.ocording to sensory-

tonic theory, high-streas rotators will not only rotate both sip.ificantly
more than their control counterparts, as hypothesized preTiously, but also
in the same direction.

That is, it is a.lso hypothesized that the vectorial

"pull" of the figures themselves will result in rotations in the same
direction.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
~rc!Ptual

P!foho:pa:tholog and Perc!Ption under Stress.

Sha.ga.sa (1965} notes that the neurophysiological correlates of' perception are at rather primitive levels.

He states that while the visual afferent

system is essential for vision. it is not the IN'lll total of Tisual experience

and that we still do not know very much about coding. deoodin&. in:tormation

correlation and information utilization processes involved in perception.

He

takes note of n_..r motintional approaches to peneption which 1mpl;y that the
stimulus interacts with the pre-existin& neural state and is intluenoed b;y
the pereonalit;y, prior experience and feeUngs of the peroe1:ver.

His own

experiments on cerebral responsiveness to sensory stimulation &hawed that a
cortical response is a necessary but not auttioiant condition tor senaory
awareness and found a significant difference 1D cortical response amplitude
b.-tween "patients" and "non-patients."

He demonstrated physiologioa.l changes

aooompanying psyohopatholog- and found ph;yaiologioal differences between the
groups with the same stimul.i.

outlining phenomeologioal theory. S:nygg and Combs (1949) comment that
the ef'teot ot a person• s perception ot a threat to self' is to reduoe his perceptual tield to the area of the perceived threat.

When the perceptual field

is narrowed, the person is unable to aeleot more adequate behavior from the
tield.

According to the authors, this has relevance to oonatriotive def'enses

and inadequate payohologioal a.djustmentss therapy allepdly reduces the threat
and allows the person to discover new and better perceptions about himself
7
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and his relationship to the world.

In a. similar vein, Janis (1962) colll!lents

that when fear is intense, indiscriminate attention occurs as charaoterized
by decreased mental efficiency and regressive thought processes involving

Postman and Bruner (1948) also f'ind that. under stress,

poor discrimination.

perceptual behavior is disrupted, disintegrated, reokless, leas adaptive
and less well-controlled..

Several studies specifically investigated relationships between stress,
needs and perception.

Combs and Tay-lor (1952) found that threat sentences

took longer to code than neutral sentences and concluded that the effect ot
threat is to restrict perception to the field of threat.

Schwab and Iverson

(1964), usin£ the l.PAT Anxiety Scale, examined the effect of anxiety upon
reco~tion

of deviations from typically perceived visual patterns.

fhe,y hy-

pothesized that sinoe high anxious subjects tend to perseverate along expected lines they will be more resistant to perceiving figural distortions.
This was borne out.

'!'he

hi~oua

to leas familiar figures was retarded.

subjects• abili't7 to shirt from familiar
One interpretation made was that

high-anxious subjects tend to feel more secure with more stable and seov.
figures.
Hare (1963) found that when estimated time intervals were followed

by shook they tended

shook was given.

to be overestimated to a greater degree than when no

This is an illustration of findings in general that in-

creased anxiety leads to sroater overestima.tion of short temporal intervals.
It is hypothesized. that anxiety may increase the number of experienced stim-

luli

ao as to increase estimated time intenal.

Kohn (1964) studied recall ot

details .from pictures and stories under varying degrees of induced stress
and ooncluded that emotional stress reduoea the scope ot oomplex perceptual
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e.otivity.

Jankins (195'1) showed that the size of ve.lued. objects is percep-

tually accentuated.

A narrowing of

attenti~n

associated with an emotinnal

component cnn in!'luence the estimation; the "ground" effects are reduced as
the stimulus becomes

centr~l.

A somewhat

si~\lar stu~;

with animal subjects

was performed by Klein (l957)J errors in estimation of sizes ot experimental
stimuli were increased in groups of thirsty rats compared to the control
group.

Calloway and Thompson (195$) found that in matching size of objects,

subjects :made objects larger when one foot was in ice water or when following

inhalation ot

~1

nitrate.

The authors inter a decrease in awareness and

reactivity under sympathetic discharge leading to a reduction of' reaction to
distance cues.
Wall and GUthrie (1959) obtained visual thresholds for words connoting

••success" and "failure/' and "security" and "insecurity" f'ro11 students under
threat of dismissal for poor scholarship.

They found a necative correlation

between acadel'nio suooess and visual thresholds of words connoting failure,

and a negligible correlation between success words and aoademio success.

Academic success waa positively related to ease of seeing "failure" words
and. to a lesser extent. to seeing "inseourity1t words.
confirmed that those who showed hip thresholds to
well academically.

The hypothesis was

~~ :!"ailure"

words do leas

The authors conclude that anxiety interferes with percep-

tual processes (the hi&her thresholds tor "failure" words is a defensive
pattern) and thus interferes. too. with scholastic success.
CUe

utili.~&:~!o~ 1

DriT_! .!':..nd Interference

H~theaea.

Eriksen (1965) comments that the major contribution of the studies on
need and perception is probably the methodology in eliciting and measuring
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ego defensive activity under threat.

'1ihat actually happens, however, is

still largely unclear because of the conceptual crudity and technical metho-

dological deficiencies.
fe~tiveness

One major theoretical proposal involves the ef-

and efficiency of oue utilization.

The generalization is made

that the number ot cues utilized in a given situation tends to decrease with
an increase in emotion.

It is hypothesized that emotions thus tend to reduce

the amount of information in use at any one time and that the field

tention becomes narrower in emotionally disturbed subjects.

or

at-

In short, the

perceptual field is reduced.
Easterbrook ( 1969) hal reviewed the evidence in support of the hypothesis that diminished cue utilization ability results in perceptual distortion.

Bursill (1968), Calloway and Thomp1on (1953), Combs and Taylor

(1952) 11 and Beier (1951) have ehawn that the range of cue utilization shrinks

under stress as a reeul t of shrinkage of the perceptual field.

How anxiety

impairs the use of cues has been demonstrated by Baaowitz, Persky. Korohin
aDd Grinker (1956), Moffitt and Stagner (1956), Granger (1957), Stater and

Stater (1944). and Eysenok {1948), who discovered impaired night vision among
neurotics.

Eyaen.ck and Granger (195'1) later performed a series of experi-

ments on perceptual processes and mental illneaaJ they found that neurotio

and psyohotio aubjeota were alawer in three dimensional perception and also
soored lawer on visual acuity.
Increased stimulus generalization under emotion was demonstrated by
Eriksen {1954). Kudn. Bendra• Clark and Wa.kesberg (1955). and Rosenbaum
(1963 and 1954).

The phenomenon of "perceptual defense," i.e •• emotional

reactions occurring before recognition. interfering with the perceptual process and reaultin& in increased recognition duration thresholds, haTe been
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inTestigated by Davis (1958),. Postman and Bl'Wler (1948), Rockett (1966),.
Eriksen and Browne (1956), Hochberg and Brooks (1958) and Rosen (1954).
Calloway and Dambe (1958),. in reTiewing the literature, .f'ound a correlation
between narrowed attention and central sympathomime-tic activity, particularly in the reticular system.

Using drugs instead of' inducinc stress to

JlaTl"'W

attention, they hoped to more specifically iaolate some phyelolopoal correlate& of narrowed attention.

They oonolude that the changes in attentioa

possibly reflect underlying neurological change, apecitieally that certain
changes in the reticular formation may be related to changes in the focua ot
attention.
Prom the .foregoing, it ia seen that the proponents of' the "cue utilication" hypothesis suggest that "drive," as used in the Bullian experiments,.
results in attention-narrowing rather than increased competition of' responses.

An increase ot anxi8t7 therefore leads to reduction in range of cue utilizations.

Easterbrook (1959) attempta to bridge the two positions as follows:

the facilitation or disruption of' behavior by emotion depends upon the complexity of' the behavior and the range of cue utiliaation

a~lable

to the

peraont as cue reduction takes place. task irrele"9'&Dt cues are reduced first,
then task relevaut cues.
Space (1968) however,. adheres rather strictly to the "competing response" hypothesis that anrlft7 acts as a driTe stimulus to behavior.

In

brief'. it is hypothesized that in simple conditioning tasks drive di.f'.f'erenoea
combine w1 th the habit strength of the dominant response in an individual' s
hierarchy of responses to raise and strengthen the excitatory potential.
:more oomplu: tasks inTolving more than one dolllittating response, anxiety
raises the response strengtha for all responses in the response hierarchy

In
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and the probability of the right response being made is reduced.

Anxiety is

thus negatively related to performance because the more competing responses,
the more interference there will be.

A representative study partially sup-

porting this hypothesis in the area of perception was performed by Saltz and
Riooh (1961).

Investigating the etfeots of stress upon previously acquired

differentiations, the authors introduced electric shook.and found performanoe
decrements, particularly with originally low-1..-el performers.
were interpreted as supporting the llullian DriTe theol')", i.e.,

The results
s1:res~

hed e.

detrimental effect upon performance because the incorrect responses bad a
high hierarchal podtion as a function of anxiety.
Child and Waterhouse (1952) ad'9'0oate still a third explanation of
performaace decrements under stress, i.e., the "interference" hypothesis.
Their hypothesis is perhaps best illustrated in their criticism of the Barker.
Dembo and Lewin (1941) experiments.

Child and ·waterhouse interpret from

the fact that moat of the children showed a lower "oonstruotiveness" of plq
in the frustration ai tuation than in the free..plq situa.tion to simply mean
that frustration of one activit, produces a lower quality of performanoe in
the second activit," because trustration leads to interfering responses incompatible with the respouea of the second aoti'fity.

Whereas Barker, Dembo

and Lewin interpreted the performance decrement as "regression," Child and
Waterhouse employ the "interference" explanation.

They maintain that frus-

tration implies the individual has not reached his goal and keeps attempting
to reach it through responses which neoeuarily interfere w1 th the second
and different activity.

Also. that responses are evoked by the very nature

ot frustration itself, i.e•• anxiety, anger. aggression• attempts at self•
justification and/or escape, eto.

These latter responses. too. can interfere
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v.'ith effective performance ir. the second activity.
The Work ot Witkin and his Co-Workers.
Witkin (1948) became interested in the perception ot the upright.

He

first hypothesized that individuals orient themselves aooording to ldnesthetio experience and the visual field. i.e •• seeing and feeling.

In one of

his first experiments he separated the gravitational stande.rd of the upright
f'rom the standard of the 'rieua.l field by using e. tilting chair and studiec:l
individuals• perception of straightness apart from their own bocUes.

He found

tha.t individuals differed considerably in the manner in 'Which they perceived
the uprie;ht to the extent that it was difficult to generalize about the perception ot the uprignt in &nJ experimental group.

He assumed that these

marked ditterenoes in spatial. orientation must oome from ditrerenoes in the
oha.racteristios ot the perceivers.
this idea.

Further reported research (1954) developed

Witkin divided people into field-dependent and field-independent

groupaJ in the former group. perceptions are thought to be dominated by background inf'luenoea and• in the latter group. there exists a stronger capacity
to differentiate objects from their background.
Witldn (1962) also has f'ound that children are more field dependent
early in perceptual development and tend to become leas so as they grow up.
Re has formulated a differentiation hypothesis:

with increased development

the ir..dividual ia better able to distinguish the separateness ot objects, is
able to peroeiTe objects as separate from their backgrounds, and in general
is able to better structure experience.
The relevance of' Witkin' e work to the present study is that throup
his investigation of the process ot orientation toward the upricbt in space,
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he demonstrated that orientation imrolves using a .frame o.f' reference, that
perceptual errors 'ft.ry according to the amount or UU"ormation obtained .f'roa
surroundings, that perceptions of' a .f'ield are fUnctions o.f' visual directional
cues, and that indi"Vidua.la tend to adjust their bodies to the vertical or
adjust the visual field to the vertical when not otherwise restricted.
Sensoey-Tonic ':l'heorz.•
Wapner and his co-workers (1951) have also maintained that visual
processes are not iaolated 8Yenta and that statee of' the perceiver are important factors in perceptual organization.

The baeia of sensory tonio field

theory ot perception is that the state o.f' the organism ia a orucial part of
perceptual eTents, that perception is the result of interaction between the
stimulus and the state of the organiam.

The theory states that with change

in the state of the pei"'eiver, a ohange in perception ie expected and that
even it the stimulus is visual ita perception will be af.f'eoted by stimulation
ooming from non-niiU&l aouroea.

In support of these contentions, they

showed that extraneous electrical stimulation to the neck and extraneous
auditory stimulation significantly affected perception of verticality.

Their

experiments on perceptual organization in spa.oe ('Nemer and Wapner, 1949)
demonstrated that body tonus (referring to organiamio tension, motion and
posture) intera.ots with sensory taotora and affeots spatial orientation.
Wapner and his co-workers (1951) also showed that visual perception is significantly affected by rotation around the subject• s vertical axis and that
such rotation induced ahi:tts in otherwise stable stimulus objects.
Aooordina; to Werner and Wapner ( 1952), tho aenaory-tonio field theory
of perception attempts to aooount for both payohophysioal facta and thoM
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discovered by clinical and social scientists_ i.e•• shows how visual and personal factors are not mutually exclusive but tend to interact.

Because any

stimulation affeota muscular tonus it is sensory tonic in nature.

So the

stimulus arouses not just the rfftina end other visual areas but the total
organism.
Using ambi;;uous stimulus pattema and flashing luminous silhouettes.

Werner and Wapner (1954) tried to demonstrate the existence of visual "directional d;yumios" that "pull" the organism in the direction of the dyn.a.micSJ
this "pull" is counteracted by an organismic pull in the opposite direction.
Wapner (1964) further describes directional dyna.m:los a.s the vectorial quality
projected by some objects, i.e•• qualities of direction and force.

Using

ambiguous. dimly illuminated stimulus objects in a completely dark room, he
found that the physical position of the apparent median plane shifted in the
direction opposite to the directional dyna.mios of the stimulus object.

The

hypothesis is that -the visual dynamics of the stimulus object affects the
state of equilibrium of the organisa by exerting a. pull which is in turn
counteracted by an organismic pull in the opposite direction.

Figure Rotations.
First, some comments about figure-ground perception in general sea
in order.

Wertheimer (1923) first began working with speoitio visual PA-tterns

in order to study Gestalt principles of perceptual organization.

Woodworth

(1938) summarizes some of Wertheimer• s factors that detenaine "grouping" behavior as follows:

nea.rnen or proximity. sameness or similarity. common

tate (movement in the same direction). continuity. symmetey and balance. conformity with the individual's momentary set and the individual' 1 past
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experience.
Kotfka (1935) utilizes the ooncept of figure a.n.d ground as important
to Gestalt theory.

Acoording to him• the ''goodness'* of a configuration de-

pends heavily upon "internal forces." i.e. • continuity. completion and closure.
He ma.into.ins a figure' a cha.raoteristioa depend upon the setting in which it
is perceived.

The more congruent the figure and ground. the more stable the

figure.
Allport (1955) comments that figures stand out against ground and
that figural elements cluster according to or6un1zing and unifying effects.
Perception takes place

throu~

the interrelationships within wholesJ nothing

ever occurs by itself but is infiuenced by the parts.

More reoently Graham.

(1965) conments that the field of perception of forms is complex and lacks
a cohesive theoretical framework.

He defines ambiguous figures as

11

stimuli

••• grouped in such a way as to provide equal (or nearly equal) probabilities
of eliciting two different responses'' (p. 503).

Vernon (1937) notes that a

visual perceptual f'ield is organised into two parts, f'igure a.nd ground• and
perception consists in the emergence of the figure f'rom the i)J"ound.
ferentiates figure from ground as tollowsa

He dif-

"figure" has form. structure,

solidness, surface color, may appear to stand out in front and its structure
comes from its contour.

The "ground", on the other hand• haa no term, is

ill-defined and is unaffected by the figure's contour.
Goldstein and Scheerer (1941) were among the first to adapt Gestalt
figure-ground observation to the study of the abnormal personality.
their experiments

~th

From

subjects copying colored cube designs, they conclude

that abnormal peraonalitiee have less distinct appreciation of figure-ground
relationships based upon a lessened ability to generalize and abstract.

1?

Abnormal subjects have greater difficulty grasping principles underlying
visual cues.

They maintain that the less integrated the personality, the

less definite and less stable the peroeptionaJ conversely, they assume that
if the perception is unstable or disturbed, so might be the personality according to the degree of the perceptual distortion.
There have been a number of studies relating figure TOtation distortions to different psyohopathologioal groups.

Bender (1938), using nine

of Wertheimer's original patterns, found that rotational tendencies exilt
in various psychopathological and organic oondi tiona.

Grifti th and Taylor

(1960) found that clinical groups within one neuropsyohiatrio hospital tended

to rotate, but they used only test tiles or the psychology service of a neuro ..
psychiatric hospital without a control groupJ from this the a.uthora oonolude
that Bender-Gestalt rotations are ot clinical diagnostic signiticanoe.

Han-

vile and Anderson ( 1960) found that brain damaged patients rotated more than

did a control group whose presenting complaint on admission was low back pain.
Silverstein and MOhan (1962) obtained statistics on the incidence of BenderGestalt rotations in a hospital for mentally retarded persons and found that
40-50 per cent of the patient a had at least one rotation {defined as 46
degrees or more).

B,yrd (1956) attempted to establish test factors differ-

entiating children needing psychotherapy from well adjusted children and
tound that a rotation ot more than 15 degrees sip.itioantly cliaoriminated between the groupsa well adjusted children showed lignitioantly less rotation.
Claw.on (1959) found that both school and clinic children evidenced at least
some amotmt of severe rotation (90 to 180 degrees) but differed significantly
on small rotations (16 degrees).

She mentione that small rotations thus may

have greater diagnostic value but no hypothesis was fonnulated.

Koppit& (1968)
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found that rotation waa one scoring category differentiating ltetween goocl
and poor students and hypothesized that either il'lmlAturity or loss of control

due to contusion or regression accounts tor rotational difficulties.

Bender

(1952) mentions that schizophrenic children exhibit tendencies to rotate.
She hypothesizes that the bound areas of perceptual patterns are weakened
rhyttun!oally and therefore so is their relationship to the background.
Figures on a horizontal plane tend to be pulled around into vertioal figures.
Halpin (1956) found no rotational differences between brain injured and
matched normal ohildre, but her definition ot rotation seemed excessively
snare ( 90 degrees).
The developmental pattern of rotational behavior has been atudied by
Fabian (1945).

The tendency to rotate horizontal configurations to the

vertical position is present in normal pre-schoolers and those beginning
school.

Ita ooourrenoe lessens with maturity and disappears at 7-6 years.

Persistence ot rotational behe.Tior, according to Fabian, can indicate mental
deticiencr or

or~o

brain dystunotionJ also, he hypothesizes that infantile

behaTior patterns can inhibit the learning process and oan be rnealed by
regresdTe visual-motor tendencies suoh as rotation.
In accounting tor the significant ditterenoea in rotation between

groups ot normal, neurotic and sohiaophrenic children, Puller and Chagnon
(1962) suggest that the more emotional17 dill'turbed an indiTidua.l is, the less
likely he can use necessary cues to avoid rotation.

Both availability of

cues and figure ground orientation oan operate to produce rotation.

Their

results suggest that the more emotionally disturbed, excited or aroused a
child is, the lese he is able to perceiTe oues neoeasa:ry to avoid rotation.
I» another stud7 uaing schizophrenic children, Fuller (1965) tourad that
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sohicophrenio children rotated more than did the controls.

He hypothesizes

that stable individuals should be better able to ignore inappropriate cues,
\lherea.a the perceptions of disturbed individuals are infiuenoed either by
reduction in oue utilization and/or mis-interpretation and distortion ot
the available cues.

He suggests a perceptual organizing process involving

internalization and externalization ot objeote and maintains the tunotion

ot a perceived object is to proTide cues the individual usee in coping with
the situation and satiaf'ying his needa, and that the individual is dependent
upon these cues.

~ben

external cues are diminished or are complex, inner re-

sources signiticantly determine behaviorJ when inner resources al"«t weak,
inaccurate perceptions are reflected.
A Rnin ot aome :uethodclogioal Conaiderations ot l'iGU;re Rotations and
Stress Researoh.

In yet another paper, Puller (1963) is quite critical about the experimentation on figure rotating.
various

"'lrB.J'S

Hutt (1960) has already described the

rotation can oocurJ the deaig;n card may be rotated in reference

to the paper, the paper may be rotated in reference to the design oard, and
the reproduction itself may be rotated

ft'8D

when card and paper are DO't.

FUller (1963) olaims moat it not all previous researchers tailed to distinguish and control tor the ways rotations can occur, tailed to use consistent and reliable measurement methods and tailed to develop a rationale tor
variationa in rotations between ditterent populations.

It is thsretore

inappropriate to make interenoee about rotationa in different populations
i t it is not epeoitied just how a rotation is produced.

In short, tailu.re

to ooutrol tor the way a rotation is produced reduces the aigD!tioanoe ot
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rotatione.
In 1upport ot the notion ot stimulus variables oaueing rotation is a
study by Williams et al. (1956).

U1ing a Block Design Rotation Test, the

authors studied the effects of symmetry, orientation of figure, orientation

ot ground and congruency ot figure and grouncl, and they toun.d that each could
independently intluence rotation.

Similarly, Griffith and Taylor (1961)

fouud that Bender-Gestalt rotations can be related to the tact that the card' a
long axis is oriented at 90 to the long axis ot the paper.

In other word.s,

rotation• can be caused by the subject orienting the desip. to the paper a.ncl
thereby turning the cleaign.
Hannah (1958) likewise tested the hypothesis that the way the stimulus
is presented oan intluenoe rotations.

He found that the group ot patients

oriented Tertioally to the designs produced tfter- rotations than the contr-ol
groups who were presented stanclard horizontal Bender-Gestalt cards.

The im-

plication strongly existed that more than just the design itself, i.e., figureground interaction, can cause I'O'tatiou.
In an attempt to an.,.r- whether- Bender-Gestalt reproductions were independent

ct particular motor teohniques, McPherson

and Pepin ( 1966) had sub-

jects reproduce the designs both on paper- and with felt on a felt board.
Sinoe the reproductio:u were not significantly different, the authors concluded that Bender--Gestalt reproduotione are more influenced by ooTert perceptual reaponaea than motor techniques.
Deese (1962) notes that the experimental design ot stress research
studies generally inTOlTea eelecting aubjecte who haye high anxiety potential

fby peychometric testa or selecting conditione which arouee a stress state
a repreeentatiYe sample ot subjects.

He notes that correlations betweeD

in
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such measures or personal! ty and skilled behavior are small and sometimes
contradictory.

He suggests abandoning the concept or stress as a state ot

the indi'ri.dua.l and consider stress as a class of stimulus events. i.e.,
stressful 81tuat1ons or coDd.itions which result in communicated disovmtort or
correlates of discom1'ort such 1u physiological measures.
Kurz (1964) doubts whether any one set or conditions can uniformly
tunotion as streaaors.

lDYestigating the effects of different atressora upon

learning and performance, he concludes that the particular effects of stressora
probably vary w1 th the task and the manner in which the stressor is presented.
Berkun, Bialek, Kern aDd Yalci (1962) comment upon what may happen in
an experimental

atuq

or streaa.

In investigating the effects or stress

upon perfor.manoe, one typically expoees the subjects to a hostile atmosphere
and measures their response.

However, defensive phenomena develop during the

atage of inducing teart the aubjeota rationalise that they would not be deliberately exposed to danger, that they were actually sate and that they were
expected to act aoared.

'l'hia so-called "cognitive defense" is not u1ually

examined, accounted for or controlled.

The authors list four requirements

tor experimentally researching the effects of stress

<m pertormancea

it is

necessary to measure the performance or acta relevant to the stressful enviromaent, and objeotin measurement ot performance level must be obtained,
it is necessary to allow tor possible differences in effect or serious threats
to life as OOJIPared with the effects of laboratory stresses, and the testtaking "set" or the experimenter-oriented motivation on the part of the subjeote should be oontrolled.

As an operational definition of streas, the

authors advocate both a physiological response in conjunction with a performance measure where the diatribut1on of eoorea or the experimental subjects
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differs significantly from the distribution or comparable scores in the
control group.
Witkin and his co-workers (1954) take issue with the notion that personal factors become inportant only in the case when the peroeived situaticn
is ambiguous.

The authors recommend using stimuli which, while not tully

obvious, are not extremely ambiguous and vague, as are taohistoaoopio pre...
sentations and similarly impoverished stimulus conditions.

The Witkin group

maintains that individual differences obtained under such impoverished stimulus conditions to not necessarily correspond to Tariations in a particular
personality characteristic an4 may be instead a fUnction of egp defensive
personal factors.

In ether words, the artificially a:mbie:uous situation it-

self may elicit particular defensive or otherwise personal reactions in the
subjects and lead to performance differences that do not var,y along a single
oontinuUII of personality tunotioning.

These subjeotive influences induced

by the ambiguity ot the situation itaelt can interfere with the perceptual
process to the extent that the experimenter may not be measuring effects he
thinks he is measuring.

Similarly, the reliability of performance is ques-

tionable under reduced stimulus oonditionsJ different personal factors are
more likely to influence pertcnnanoe at various points in the same &ituation
when the stimul ua nondi tiona are unduly vague.
other investigators have ma.de similar criticisms.

Jenkins (195'1), in

a review ot the literature on studies ot perception, notes that most perception experiments deliberately make the stimulus ambiguous, either by briet
or unclear exposure and that these conditions in themselves can distort the
results.

Pratt (1950) found that when the subject is given tuller into:nna-

tion his perception is more atimulus-boUDd. and leas dependent upon subjective
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factors.
There have been numerous studies on the e£fects of praise and blame
on performance.

In a review of the literature over a titty year period (from

1913 to 1964) on such effects on school children• Keanedy and Willcutt (1964)
conclude that pra.iu has been touzad generally to impron performance and
blame has impaired pertorma.noe1 blame seems to exert an inhibiting etfeot
upon performanoe.
Heart rate measures have been employed as indicators of stress.
Thiesen et al. (1964) used. the degree and duration of heart rate elevation
in response to stress tasks and concluded that heart rate response is a
sensitive and conTenient measure ot stress associated with achievement motintion.

The authors define stress as being present "when adaptiw mechanisms

of the living orpnia are taxed or strained as Mnifested. by a response of
sustained phyaiologioal tenaion" (p. 184).

Sapira and Shapiro (1966) tound.

that subjects attempting to perform an impossible 'task (using the Stroop
color card teat) experi.-noed. u average pulee rate inoreaae ot 'T .3 beats
per minute during "failure."

CHA P'fEU II I

PROCEDUFE

The ef':feet of stress on figure rotntioll pe:rfonnanae was investigated
on the basis of' ego involvement and task difficulty in a 2 x 2 factorial
analysis of variance design (i.e., high and low ego involvement• easy and
hard task).

Thus, subjects served in one

or

the tour following conditions:

high ego involv4tment, hard taskr high ego involvement, ee,sy taakJ low ego
involvement, easy taskJ low ego involvement, hard. task.
Subjects
The subjects were 60 treslut!.an and sophomore male students at Loyola
University with a mea.n age of 18.7.
;tudents.

'!'here were 'two Negroes and 18 white

The subjects were randomly divided into tour equal groupe of 20

each, and randomly assigned to each ot the tour conditions.
~ere

(Three subjects

rejected; two because they were college juniors and one because he said

he was recently diagnosed as having multiple sclerosis.)
Materials
The materials included a. stop watch, liats of digits and arithmetical
problems, a complicated-looking table of figures. a deck of cards, a glossy
notebook cover sprayed with a silicone lubricant. a piece
a deok of cards, sheets of

~

or

acoustical tile,

x 11 inch plain paper, a. tine-point ball point

pen and. the six designs of the Minnesota Percepto Diagnostic Test.
'!'he Minnesota Percepto Diagnostic Test consists of six designs copied
24
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by the subject.

These deaigas are scored tor the degrees of' rotation.

It

is dif'tioult tor the aubjeot to consciously aim tor correct responses. since
he does not know the scoring technique.

The test is aaswaed to be independent

ot culture, education, intelligence and reading ability.
and Laird (1963), claim that the

Mi~aota

The authors. Puller

Percepto Diagnostic Teat pro-vides

an objective, rapid method to dtrtennine if' ad-..lts have a personality dis-

turbance, organic brain damage or are normal, it children han a sohiaophrenio
disturbance, emotional disturbance or are normal, and it reading disability
among certain children ia caused by organic brain damage. primary retardation
or seoondary retarda-tion.

The rationale of' the test stems tram Gestalt per-

ceptual experiments trOJD. which were formulated. the principles of' inhomogenity,
intera.otioa ot tipre-gro'Qttd, la:n ot grouping and pragnans.

'!'he test was

stanclarclised oa groups of' adults and ehildren diagnosed as aohiaophrenic,

orga:nio, and emotio:aally disturbed, and children with reading disa.bil1ty.

There are three phases to the procedure.

During the irrtroductory

period• lasting tiTe minutes, the aubjeots were engaged iD informal, casual,
neutrall7 toned ooDTersa.tion typieally revolYin& around identifying information (na.JrMt, age, grade leTOl, phone number), aoe.dalc interests, etc.
The seeoDd phase consisted

o~

the pretest period.

Low

Eso

Involve-

ment aubjeots were told that the experimenter is a graduate student in psychology interested in collecting data. on how the typical college S'tudent
handles a aeries ot tasks.

The experimenter added that ea.oh ind1Tid'Qal' a

results will be lumped topt:her with trYeryone else' a and anonymously analyzed
all together.

1lo additional comments were made to these subjects during the
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preteet or test phase of the experiment.
Ri&}l Ego Involvement aubjeots were told that the experimenter is a
graduate etudent in psychology interested in measuring the ability

ot typical

college students on some verbal and nonverbal intelligence tests.

These

subjects were told also that their results will be compe.red to other students
to see haw well they staek up.
teedbaok

WitS

1'1. running strewn ot oonsiatently negative

also giYen to these subjects during the second or pretest phase

ot the experiment. This took the :torm. ot a eharply exclaimed

"i<'~rong"

when-

eYer a mistake was made aooompan:led, on the examiner's part, by strong, a.uthorita.ria.n, emotionally projected attitudes and overt comments ot disgust, i:n-

oredulity, harshly critical pronouncements, racial, head-shaking and other
gestures

~th

similar

ne~tive

implioations, etc.

Por example, it a subject

hesitated or ga.n a wrong answer to an arithmetic problem. he was disgustedly
asked what wtut wrong with him11 couldn't he perform sixth grade e.ritllme'tio 11 etc.
In addition, the examiner often referred trowntngly to hia complicated li.t
of fi&ures while telling the subject he tell below average for his group.

In

ahort 11 the total examiner performance was designed to instill an attitude of

f'ailure into the High E@P inwlvement subjeota.
Eaey Task subjeats were asked to suoceaaiYely count backwards by two' •

from 100 for 30 seconds, to repeat 5-digit uumbers f'orward and 4-digit DDMbera
baolcwarde 11 to solve four simple arithmetic problems, and stack two playing
cards up against each other in the shape ot a tent on e. fairly rough surface
(acoustioal tile).
Bard Task subjects were asked to count baekw'arda by seven' • from 100

for

ro

seconds as fast as they could while keeping perfect accuracy.

(High

Et>"O Invol"Vement;hard !'ask sub,jeots were forced to repeat the series from the
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beginning eaoh time they made an. error.)

1'h.en each Hard Task subject was

asked to repeat 9-digit numbers forward and 8-digit numbers backward, solTe
difficult arithmetic problems, and then stack playing cards in a series ot
interoo~mecting

"tent a" or "tepees" on a slippery, glossy • silicone-treated

surtaoe.
'!'he third or "test" phase consisted or administering the ltlnneaota

Peroepto Diagnostic Test to all subjects.

During this

a~~nistration,

no

additional. comments other than the standard instructions were made to the
eubjeot and no teed"baok: of a:rr:f kind was givena the table was cleared ot the
stop watch and the oomplioa:ted-loolcing chart.
of white paper

9i x

Each subject was given a sheet

11 placed directly in front ot him in a vertical position.

Ea.oh card wa.s placed about one inch above the top ot the sheet and centered..
With rectopla.r cards the edge

the paper.

ot the card lftils parallel to the top edge of

With the dia.mond-aha.ped. cards, the examiner made certain that tu

figure was perpendicular or parallel to the top of the paper, depending on
the card.

The subjects were not allowed to turn the paper or the card at any

time.
Following the thint and last phase of the experiment. it "Rs quite
obvious after testing a tew subjects that many of them appeared quite unoomf'crtableJ eveJ1 hand tremors wer4t noticeable in several ot the hie;h-stress
subjects.

An intorma.l inquiry

indicated that

~

'ftS

therefore initiated• the results ot which

subjects reacted with considerable self-depreciation and

situational anxiety about their performance.

Accordingly. the

~iner

re-

assured each subject as to his performance, indicated that things were not
the '-VflY he (subject) thought and that his results would in no way whatsoever
atf'eot his aca.demio atandingJ at the same time. the uaot purposes a.nd details
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of the experiment were not communicated to the subjects but they were en...
courag4K\ to call the experimenter in a fm.v weeks for the results.
The Minnesota Peroepto Diasnostio Test was then objectively scored
for

de~rees

of rotation (to one degree) using a professional protractor, a

metal-edged ruler and a special accountant's tine-point pencil.
degrees ot rotation, three lines were drawru

In measuring

a base line running tangent

to the lowest poiJlt on the figure, a line pe-rpcmclioula.r to the base line
"Atbioh oriente the scorer to the true a:rls of the figure, and then a liJle
along the actual axis interaecti:ng the midpoint of the figure.

The devia-

tion ot the actual axis line trom the perpendicular line mave the degrees of
rotation.

Following the test manual, if the perpendicular line and the third

line were the same, it was nonetheless assumed in such oases that a rotati011
of one degree is prcnent s.nd is recorded as that.
Before any test protocol was scored the names and group aeaig;JlllSlta
were blocked out And all scoring was t!tine blind.
The Minnesota Peroepto Diagnostic test per£ormanoe of all subjects,
other than those in the Low Ego Involvement/Easy Talk group, and those aooring
below 25 degrees, were also examined individually to determine whether rotations tended to occur in one direction.

For the purposes ot this study,

a directional bias wae tUist.lmed for these subjeota i:t they rotated oonsistent-

ly in one direction in rive out of the sb: cards.

RESULTS

First., the mean degrees of rotation wen obtained for each ocmdition.
Table 1 summarises the results.
:M'ext, it was determined whether or not the variation of ea.eh il'Jde-

pendent nriable. i.e. • Ego Involvement and 'faak: Di:f'f'ioulty, attaoted rotational performance.

The results are summarized in Table 3.

The difference

between the two conditio:na of' lligh Ego Iln'olvement and Low Ego Involvement
-nre statiatioally significant

(! •

14.8'1

.E.< .001).

The difference between. the two oonditiona of Ea.ay '!'a ale and Hard Task

were statistically significant

(! •

14.23

.E.< .001 ).

Next., it was determined whether or not an inten.otion eff'eot existed

between Ego ImolTeJ!lent and Task Dittioulty.
tically eignitioa.nt.

The interaction • • not ai:atis-

Figure 1 illustrates this lack ot interaction.

Wext., all the condi:tiona were oompe.J"ed with one another in terms of'

the difference in mean degrees of rotation.

Table 2 summarises the results.

In general. the hypothesis was conf'irmed that stress, considered as a tunction of both task difficulty and ego involvement, would produce rotationa.l
anomalies in a non..psyohiatrlo population.

Eaoh ot the oonditiona differed

aigni:f'iO&Il'tl;y from one another with the exception

or

the Low Ego lxrf'olve-

ma.t/Hard Task a:nd the High Ego InvolTementjEaay Task conditionJ theM conditions did not dit:f'er sipiticantl;y.

The greatest difference in rotation

oocnarred 'between the least stressed an4 the :moat .tressed conditions, i.e. •
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betwem the Low Ego Involvenumt/Eaay 'I'aak oondition and the H.ig,h .iSgo In-

volvement/Bard 'faak condition.
Finally. it h&d been hypothesized that subjects bho rotated would
show a. rotatio:nal bias not only in deuee but also in direction.

'l'he di-

reoUon ot rotation was analyzed for all subjects with 26 degrees or 1r..ore

rotation who rotl'lted tin out ot the six desie;ns in one d.irvotion.

su'bjeo-ts out ot 40 ahowed. a rotational bias 1n one direction.
are not statistically significant.

'fen

These results
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Table 1
~''lean

degrees rotation for er!.oh cond! tion

Low

1'1.40

Task

' {S.D. : 2.29)

Hip
31.05

{S.D. • 3.58)

Diffi.oulty

(S.D. a 3.92
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Table 2
Teste of signitioance between mean degrees

ot J'Otaticm tor each group

(degrees rotation)

Group

I

t

.F.

Et

I3.4

4.06

.0!

liT

11.4

2.50

.oo

1ft

o.2s

0.06

w.s.

HT

24.9

5.45

.001

ETIHE:

E'r

13.6

3.23

.o1

:Uam'IREt

E'l'

11.2

2.12

.05

LE : 11!

LE

I

I BJ&
a liT I liE '
a ETIDs

Lia HT
LE

tl

LE '

I
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Table 3

.A:nalysis of Varlanoe of' the Rotation Scores

Souroe of Variation

Sum

Overall betwee

ot

Squ.ares

dt

Mean Square

F

p

(6200.05)

(3)

Between ego involvement

2900.05

1

2900.06

14.87

.001

Betwee task difficulty

27'15.79

1

2775.79

14.23

.oo1

524.21

1

524.21

2.69

•• s.

Within groups (error)

14,82.!:!£.

195.03

Total

21,022.75

-

Interaction* ego imrolnment x task ditticulty

I

e·>.

78

79
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50

·,I

40

30

M«tan Degrees Rotation
20

10
0

Easy

Hard

Task Dittioulty

Figure 1.

Illustration ot interaction between amount ot

ego involvement and task dittioulty

DISCUSSION

The results seem to ooinoide with prerlous research findings that
stress generally produces pert"ormanoe decrements, partioule.rl)" 11'1 complex

tasks• and hig,b etreuM subjects show poorer performance than low stressed
subjects.

It would appear hom the data. that this generalization also holds

tor tigu.re rotational pertorma:noe, tor the data. suggest that f'igure rotations
increased si&nificantly with st"ss a.s a function of both •&O illVOl'f'fttent
and. task difficulty.

Each ot the throe experimental conditions showed significantly greater
rotational devie.t:icns than the lowest atreu condition (Low Bgo Invol'ftment;..

kay Taak:).

This was to be expected• particularly since the pilot study

cla.ta showed a marked trend toward sip.ifioMt dif'terenoee with tar fewer
subjects.
The finding that both the I..ow Ego Involvement-Hard Task condition
~nd +.h~

Hizn Ego

Involvernent-Ba~;

Task condition differed significantly from

the lowest stress condition ia perhaps not so surprising either sinoe there
\'ll\8

e.n element of' stress in each condition.

Eaay Task condition, the subjects

~ere

In the High Ego Il'lTOlvement-

open to harsh criticism even thoulb

the tasks were relatiTely easy to perform; inTS.rb.bly, they would 1nake • errore, it only through carelessness and, it they did not, they were told
that their responus were either too slcnr. or too bae.ud.ible, or that they

seemed to la.ok oontidence in their an.wera compared to other .tudenta, etc.
Subjeota in the Low Ego Involvement..Rard Taalc condition were similarly stresaecl
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without experimenter needling, simply because they knew they were not performing as expected. i.e •• most ot them were unable to complete the tasks
accurately and of'te:n demonstrated their kn01'1ledge ot failure by admitting

their inadequacy, blushing, smiling sheepishly, head-shaking and other similar

responses.

It ia perhaps incorrect, therefore, to assume that there was

little ego involTement in this condition, since the subjects obTiously had
nemati~

feedback tram their performance without any comments to that etrect

trom the experiment.r. Similarly, in the High Ego Involvement-Easy Task
condition, one ca.Mot infer with complete oonf'id.enoe that the tasks were in-

deed so easy to performJ the critical comments of the experimenter might

haTe contributed to "task dif'fioulty" simply by
from the tnslt: at hand.

dist~oting

the subjects

This seemed particulfl.rly true for the card stacking

task that immediately preceded the "test" period; several subjects in the
Hi~ E~

InvolTemeut-Eaay Task condition exhibited marked difficulty iD

stacking up two card.e against one another simply beeause their hands were

tre:mbl1ng.

A

tew subjects in this group even knocked dOW!l the stack while

they were assembling the others.
Vftlat is particularly interesting is that both the Low Ego Inwl..,...ntBari Task, and the High Ego Involvement-Easy '!'ask conditions differed signi-

ficantly

troa the highest stress condition. i.e. • the High Ego

Bard Task condition.

InTOl~

An analysis of the main effects of Gaoh independent

Ttll"iable r&Tea.led that both taek difficulty and ego inTClTemtmt independently
and sipiticantly atteotecl rotational pertoi"JJ'W'lle.

Jl~er,

when employed

together as stressors, they combined 'to increase rotational deTiat1ons eig..
nitieantly.

Whether this bas general e.pplleabili'ty oannot be determined trom

the data, since the Minnesota Percepto Diagnostic Tests has previously been
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Shown to be particularly sensitive to intellectual and emotional disorganization and it may be that task difficulty and ego inTolvement acting in concert
would not produce greater significant
than either would acting alone.

de~ations

in ether kinds of taSks

Nevertheless, future research on stress

might investigate this problem.
In

~ew

of the foregoing findings it is rather surprising that there

was no eignificant interaction at the .05 level between ego brrolvement and
task difficulty.

One would tend to expect that the cliftioulty of the task

would influence rotational performance particularly as the le'Vel of ego involvement affects rotational performance as the difficulty of the task
increases.
The finding that there was no significant amount ot rotation in a:ey
one direction is n.ot Tiewed as a re:f:'utation ot the Warner-Wapner hypotheeis
of Tisual directional dynudos, for the data are much too sketchy and not
enough is known as yet about directional biases as applied to figure rota ..
tion phenomena.
The results appear to confirm the general hypothesis that individuals
subject to emotional stress will not perceive as aoourately as subjects not
exposed to stress and specifically, that individuals under etress will tencl
to produce significantly greater figure rotations than subjects who are not
deliberately stressed.

It is assumed that high stress subjects will haTe

difficulty organizing the perceptual field and that the ensuing distortion is
a crucial factor in performance.

It can be interred that the high stress

subjects seem less able to attend to external cues relevant to sucoesstul
task performanceJ they seem less able to draw cues from the environment,
or misinterpret the ones available, or become less sure of incoming signals
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and stimuli, or there is an increase in the number or stimuli to be discriminated.

In some way, individuals under stress seem to become less ori-

ented to what is figure and what 11 groundJ the dominant features or the
situation became taSk irrelevant cues which block out less dominant ones
and the "groU!ld" tends to assume greater importance in influencing the perception ot the figure.

The three theories or decreased pertcrmano. under

stress conditions discussed preTiously, i.e., drive theory, interference
theory and reduotion-ct...cue-utilisations theory all contain some of the ele ..
ments of the foregoing interpretations, any one of which could be of'tered
as an explanation of' the data.
Untortunately, none seems totally adequate, for the research designs

ot not only this study but previous studies too han not been sutticiently
sophisticated to differentiate between the theories.

Nor has the research

on visual-motor tasks generally, and figure rotations speoif'ioally, caretully described just what actually happens in a so-called "visual-motor"
activity.
The present author makes this point because of some of his observations during the "pretest" and "test" phase following the stress-inducing
tasks which created marked hand tremors in :m.any of the subjects.
'MUS

Perhaps it

an error to have the card-stacking task last in the stressor sequence

but it can just as easily be interred that it was the stressor battery as a
whole and not the card-stacking task itself' that created the hand tremors.
At any rate, trembling hands were observed in a majority of the High Ego
Involvement-Hard Task condition, and also in some subjects in the other
experimental conditions.
The question, therefore, in the writer• s opinion that has to be asked
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ia whether the theories ot performance deorement1 under stress, as they apply
to visual-motor tasks, tend to over-emphasil'ut the visual aspects of perception and under-emphasise the motor tunctions.

In other words, i.s the per-

formance decrement a result of visual misperception and poor visual form
perception, or is it a failure of motoria difficulty in drawing and a failure
of visual-motor coordination.

Asked still another way, can the obsenred

disordered functioning be related, as Leton (1965) has suggested, to disturbances in the motor area, or in the peripheral efferent pathways ot the
nervous system, or wen in central associative processes providing proprioceptive feedback, rather than in visual perceptual centers?

Unfortunately,

anewers to these questions cannot as yet be provided but the observations
from the data do raise certain doubt a as to the va.lidi ty or the current
theoretical approaches, especially as they apply to visual-motor fUnctioning.
In

new

of these theoretical uncertainties, perhaps the most important

conclusion of this study is that a non-psychiatric population subjected to
a controlled stress situation will tend to show rotational anomalies on a
visual-motor performance task.

This suggests that some individuals under-

going psychological assessments in clinical situations who produce figure
rotations may be doing so aa a result ot aituationally-related anxiety and
not necessarily because they are chronically and seriously disturbed.

There-

tore, the occurrence of figure rotations, in an of themselves, should not
be taken aa an indication of psychosis, cranial pathology or mental defioienoy.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

The purpose ot this study was to investigate the etteots ot experimentally induced stress upon figure rotation
population.

perto~oe

in a nonpsychiatric

The major hypothesis was that nonne.l subjects under stress will

become sufticiently disorganized so as to rotate figure designs signitioantly
more as compared to a low-stressed control group.
The etteot ot stress on figure rotation pertonnance was investigated
on the basis of ego involvement and task difficulty in a 2 x 2 factorial
analysis of variance design, i.e., high and low ego involvement, easy and
hard task.

Thus, subjects served in each of the tour following conditione:

high ego involvement, hard taskJ high ego involTement, easy taskJ low ego
involvement, easy taskJ low ego involvement, hard task.
The subjects were 80 treehma.n and sophomore male students at Loyola
University with a mean age of 18.7.

The procedure involved three phases:

the tirst phase consisted ot an introductory period in which all subjects
were engaged in informal conversation.

The second, or "pretest" phase, con-

sisted in randomly assigning each subject to the tour experimental conditions, so that there were tour groups of 20 subjects each.

The third, or

"test" phase, consisted of administering the Minnesota Peroepto Diagnostic
Test (a quantitative measure ot figure rotations) to all subjects according
to the standardized procedure.
The results, in mean degrees rotation tor each condition, showed that
the high ego involvement-hard task, high ego involvement-easy task and low
40
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ego involvement-hard task oondi tiona differed sip1ificantly from the low
ego involvement-easy task condition.

There was no significant dirterenoe

between the high ego involvement-easy task and the low e,o involvement-hard
task oondi tion.

There was a signifi.oant :main. effect or both ego involvenent

and +Ask difficulty but the interaction effect wae not significant At the
.06 level.

The direction ot rotation was analyzed for all subjects with

25 degreee or more rotation who rotated ti..,. ot the six dedgns in one d.ireotionJ rotational bias was not found to be

si~itioant.

'!'he results were discussed in terms of confirming the generel hypothesis that individuals subjeot to stress will not perceive as t\.ocurt\tely
as subjects not exposed to stress.

The reeults were also discussed in terms

of drive theory, interference theory and reduction-or-cue-utilization theory;

in view or some or the observations made during the investig.'ltion, neither
theory seemed to tully aooount for the obtained results.

The author postu-

lated. a fourth explanation or the results that toeueea more upon motor portol"!!IIUloe and suggested t'uture research should p..,- more attention to an analysis of the visual-notor response itself.
Finally, it was concluded that a nonpsyohiatrio population subjected

to a controlled stress situation will tend to show rotational anomalies on
a vi sua.l...motor pertormanoe task.

It 'WR.s therefore suggested that clinicians

interpret figure rotations with caution when they appear in olinioal testing
situations since their presence might be a fUnction or situational enxiety
rather than severe psychopathology.
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Appendix 1
Pre-test and !eat Inatructioa.

Low Be Im'olv--.t

Aa an introduction to what we• 11 'be doing I wanted to tell you that
I•m a craduate atudent in pe,.oholog interested in oollectil'l& a lot ot
data on how the typical college student handle• eome t&eke and problema.
Your reeulta will be lumped toge-ther with cweryone elee'a and analyzed all
together -we won't ft'«n uee your name.

Hip Bp

In"rol.,_t

Ae u. introduction to what we'll be doing I wanted. to tell JOU that
I'm a graduate student in peyobolog interested in meaeuring the a'biU.ty
ot typ{oal oolle,p atudenta on acme noDooverbal brtelligenoe teata. Yov
reeulta wi 11 later 'be compared to other stuclenta to .eee how you atack up
with them.
laay Taak

first. I'd like you to ocnmt baokwa.rda by two• • troa 100.
lfow I'd like you to repeat tbeee number• atter •

tiniahed.

32196

49636

83164

Begin.

when I•w

Bow aay the numbere baotwarcla atter • •
582
6439
4213
Here are some limple a.ri thmetio problema. How much ia 106 and lOST
How many oranpe oan you buy tor 25; if' one orange oeste 5 oentet A bill
collector collected so; trom each of' 10 ouatoaere. What ie the total
amount he collected? How many houre will it take a llltiLn to walk 10 milee
at the rate of' 2 milea an hour.
Next I'd like you to ataok 2 oarde against each other in two eete
ae shown in thie diagram.
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( oontd. )

Hard Task

Pirat. beatn counting backwards bJ sft'fm. 1 • trom 100 a.a taat as you

oa.n while keeping perteot aoouraoy.

Begin.

Now I'd like you to repeat these numbera a.tter me when I'n
215862621
396426382

finiShed.

llow say them backward a.tter ••

72896531

413912866

Here are acme problema i~l.tng arithmetical operations. You
are to do the problema aa quiokly aa you OIU1.
A ant 1 salary is $60 a week. It 151( ot hie pq is withheld tor
federal iDooae tax and 3% is withheld tor state -ta:na, what is hie total
take h011l8 pa.yt
Eight men can finish a job in 6 days. :S:ovr many men will be able to
finish it in l/3 dayt
low I want you to stack 2 cards on eclge against eaoh other in
aeries as ehown on this diagram.

Mbmeaota Peroepto Diagn.onio 'feat 1Ditruot1onaa
I aa going to ·abcJw )'OU 6 oaria one at a time. lach oaN. oontailla
a figure. Copy the tigure on this paper. Do not moTe the card or the
paper. Number each tigul'ct as you draw it.
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Figure Rotation Ra'" Scores (in Degrees)
Low Ego Involvement:

.
Subject

'

Easy Task Condition

____ }'ieifi:l:!.7------

.

1

2

~~

4

5

$

Total

1

1

l

1

4

2

2

11

2

1

1

7

l

2

1

13

~

l

2

2

1

14

23

4-

4

1

.

.!.

s
e

;,

10

21

5

4

""

.lie

1

10

4

25

6

5

1

1

5

7

5

24

7

4

1

9

6

20

3

43

8

10

;-s

'1

4

s

6

as

g

1

3

2

2

3

1

12

10

l

1

l

1

1

1

6

ll

4

1

1

l

1

1

9

12

2

5

3

l

8

1

20

15

l

l

1

1

l

l

6

14

2

3

3

1

l

12

15

7

l

2

.,

2

1

1

19

18

1

2

1

1

5

1

11

17

6

l

1

1

t.)

1

10

18

1

1

1

1

l

6

19

1

.,

1
3

1

1

5

13

20

3

6

1

2

1

2

16

...,
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l+"'i~::t'Ure Lotation Haw ~}cores (in Degrees)

Low- Ee;o Involvement: Hare Task Condition

Dedpa

1

2

3

4

6

8

1

3

9

2

11

4

11

40

2

6

1

1

1

1

1

10

3

3

4

6

1

1

18

"

5

'

6

6

27

6

3

6

'

3

4

2

6

6

26

8

5

10

1

4

11

38

'8

15

'

3

6

4

3

2

31

9

1

11

1

20

48

9

10

8

10

'1

34

I

'

2

6

'

1

6

18

43

'1
'1

4

8

1

29

'

38

10

'

8

20

44

s

3

1

8

10

'

24

11

31

Subjeo't

10
11

12

13

'•
6

2

7

11
1

3

Total

14

3

11

2

'1

16

1

6

6

1

s

1

18

1'1

'1

8

6

1

9

2

31

18

1

6

1

2

3

5

1'1

19

9

6

6

13

6

8

4'1

20

8

2

4

I

3

1

21
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Figure Rotation Raw Soo:re• (in Degree•)
High Ego IBTOlTemfm.ta E&q Taak Condition

!SealE•
Subjeot

'

6

8

Total

3

10

2

38

1

11

1

'

5

3

1

3

49

9

13

6

5

41

'

2

1

'

28

5

'a

2

20

1

2

2

1

11

5

'

2

2

8

1

6

24

9

s

3

'I

2

1

1

10

2

'I

5

12

'I

10

4S

11

11

1

3

6

1

11
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12

l

2

4
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1

9
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13

'I

3

'I

4

38

u

a

9

8

15

'

10

8

1

31

16

3

9

3

6

3

1

25

16

•

1

5

1

3

1

16

z
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1

2

3

1

8

4

11

2

a

1

2

3

l

40

4

1

1

5

4

4

e

6

1

1

1

8

17

1?
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1

9
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18

4

s

2

5

.,
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1

21

19

1

10

5

1
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20

3

'

1

6

1

•

1

17

2
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Figure Rotation Raw Scores (in Degreea)
High Ee;o Involvementa ll&rd Task Col'ldition

.

.

Subjeot

1

2

3

4

$

8

Total

l

19

.,
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16

14

81

2
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1

1?
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~
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5
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'
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'
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Appendix 3
Pilot Stuq

lhlder the c!lreotton ot Dr. Leroy Wauok and with the aedetanoe ot
Dr. J. WaJ"ND. rueeen a pilot etuq waa untlertak• to 1) 'ftltdate the aeries
ot atreeeore 2) to .te a prelSJDSnary i.Dnatip.tion ot e:q elpitioa.nt
dittereaoea betwee.n. JU.p.Streaa and Low.Streae aroupa on a teat ot figure
rotatlou S) to dete:nd.ne whether the i.Dti'Oduotion ot mild ttm. preeauree
eipitioaatly atteote perto1"8D.H 1n either p-oup ancl 4) to obae:rn whether
perteotionS.atio atrinnc• would. oreate d.ittioultiea 1n the preeeat esperl.men't.
Por the ~MI ot the pilot atuq the tolltmin& d.etin!:tion ot
atreaa waa uee4 (fhlelea et al., liM, P• iM)a "atreea ie preaent when
the adaptiw meohudae ot the li'V'ing orpD!a are taxed or atratn.ed, ae
multeated 'by a reepcmae ot aullta.ined. pbydolop.o teueion. •
The n'bjeete wre U tre._ and aophomore atud.enta at Lo70la
UniTerlit,', 1"&1lging ta agee trom 1'1 to 21. Theae 14 were aub-d.i'rided. 1ll'to
2 croup• ot 'I - · · the H1£b.-Streaa p-oup oontained" tealea and 3 male•
and the Low-Stre•• voup oontained 5 teal.•• an4 2 -.lee.
The aubjeote were brought into the teatin& J"'OJJ, atte.ohect to the
polygapll at onoe, and were altemated as toUowaa tor the tirat 10 mimrtee
the e:audner enga.&M thea either b. imloouou, informal oonftraation or
allowcl the to l'eiMiD quietly alone (with the polygaph operator present
but ailent. rue "'Viatio». in prooedure ..... related to another atud.y that
waa bein& undertake aimulta.neouely and lt waa aa8'\DII.ed that tbie arnngem«<.'L'h would. llOt atteet the reeulta ot the preatm.t ~).
After the inltial aoOOJIIIIOdatio». with the teettnc equipaeut, the
eubjeota in both the Low.Streaa and II ip..Streae groupe were tr•ted. aooordinc to the atreaa and non-atreaa prooed.urea preri.ouly deeoribed..
lollowiq the atresa (and ncm.-atreaa) period the J4mleeota Peroepto DiagjDoatio Teat waa adld.Jliatered. UDder the ri&ld oonditiou p!'ftioualy deaoribed..
In analyaiq the heart :rate da'f;a• the time waa diTided into 8 periods a
Pre-atre•a, atreaa, liPD Oanla 1-2• liPD Car4 3, MPD Canla 4-6. The laat
twe heart-rate aepeta were obtained to d.ftenaine it there • • a aipitiourt ohanp in heart rate aa a tunotion ot i»:trod.uoin& a Jd.lcl time
preaaure• vpo». preaentiJlg Cant "• the experiJaeater told all aubjena that
there waa a ohanoe that the teat ldpt be too eaq when they haw aa much
lit• u they 11k:e &114 they were requeetecl to tintah eaoh desip wi'thin 15
aeoonda. This OCWIIPariaon wa.• need.ecl to d.t81'1d.ne i t both atreaa batteries
~tou14 utili •• a mild tl• preanre to oorreot tor poaeible perteottotd.atle
tend.eaoies on the part ot aome subjeota without oauaiJa& a eipiti-.at tit•
rerenoe in atreaa 'between the croup• at that point.

!he renl:ta ot the pilot study wertt aa tollowaa t1rst both groupe
were oampared aa to 41ttereue in mean heart dur1q the 10 ldnutG preetreu period. !he aea.n ot the tow-stress group wae 8T.6 beats per minUte
duri.q that peried. and the m.eu. ot the lligb-Streaa group was 86."1 beats
per miDute. !hie clift"erenoe !a DOt sta:ti.tioally a1p1t1e&Dt.
!able A au.aarisea the aean heart rate t1gu1"ea tor ea.oh period,
i.e., the Pre-Stnaa, St1'4taa, MPD Oarcla 1..2 1 MPD Carel 3, KPD CIU"da 4-6.
J'lgve 1 cra.Phloally 111uet:ra.tea the per oat ota.anpa 1n bean rate troa
tM pn-etra•• period tor 'both pooupa clvlng and. tollow:t.nc the .trees
perio4. It 1a seen that the oontnl group mean heart rate iDcreaaed leas
thaa 3 per oct during the MA-nreaa taaka and thtmtaf'ter deou.ct below
the lwel ot the pre-.trttaa period. The up81"1me!Jtal group m-.n heart
rate. bowfrnzo, aooelerated to almost 20 per cent ot the Pro-StftiS period
au4 raalned elnated. throuttbouiJ the ~rot the uperimelrt. these
cl1tterenoea aN sta.ti.tioally 81p1t1oant at the .oos le'Nl (~tney
l1 tent U • 4:).
Bat, the 41tfereoe• ia heart rate were aam!ned between the two
crouP• at the poirlt at whioh oa1"4 S was acbd.Distend lll'l4 'the meaa heart
rate dUJ"bc earcla 4:-6 ('!'able B). '!'heae cUtf'erenoea are not totmcl to
be .tatletloally s1p.it1oant (Wllooxon Jlatohed Pain Sii,'D.e4 laDk:a Test).
Piu.lly, the IPD ten -.a aoored a.a to clegreea ol rotation to deteftliz:ae whether JU.p..Stnaa tubjeot• pezotoJ"Md aipitloan'tly poorw on
a rotational task as h.vPotheaisecl. Althoup the reaul'ta are DOt atatiat1oalq a1pit1~ 1 the tread det1Ditel.y nggeata that with only a tn
mortt aubj.ota the utterenoea would probably have bee sip1t1oant.
(Jium Whitney l1 testa 11 • 13 1 .ou leYel of a1pit1~.)
!he results 8MDl 'So ausgeet that the .trees battery employed does
iJt.ClHd. .ttmoti.on aa a nnaaor and that the Bir,b.-S'treaa aubjeeta were actually under alpitloantl;y grtta.ter S'treae than were their ooatrol oounterparta. With ishia ftl1ut1on ot the .treaaora, 1t is telt that this stress
battery cu. 'be ut1Uae4 irltaot.
lt was also touad tha-t a introduo'Uon ot ti• pressures 414 BOt
eipitioatly alter heart rate. Bowenr. lt ,.. also JtOted. thai; :noae ot
lth.8 14 aubjeota tested were at all exacgeratedly perteot1cmiat1o 1D their
tpertonanoe, so it i.e rather doubt.tul. wb.ether auoh time prtteaurtta really
ib&TO '\o be 1Jl01uded. at all 1n the main atucl7•
!he Ulllliatakeable tren4 tOW&J'd aicnJ.tioanoe in the cU.ttereueea bela.
'the two groupa on tbe 'taldc :raeaaurin& ticure rotatiOD a:noma11ea S'ti'OJl&~7 euwat• that !DdiTiduall under atreae _,. 11kelJ' peroe1w inaocura'tely
~ are inolineci to rotate more. Hcrwever. more subjects will have to be
jaPlo;yecl before this can be ooJtOluainly 4eaonatrated..
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Table A.

Jle8!l heeri rate control group nbjeota

throushout ee.oh period

Subject

1

2

s

"

5

6

.,

Pzoe_c;treaa

81.8 M.6

M.e

88.e

ta.a

88.8

96.8

Streaa

93.8

99.6

82.8

81.6

97.2

88.4

99.6

1.8

s.o .a.o

-1.0

a.o

1.8

s.8

6.8

s.s

-2.4

-1.1

2.1

2.1

4.0

Card.a 1-2

M.o

93.8

ft. a

u.e

90.8

n.o

N.o

Heart ra:te
ohaDp

-s.8 -1.0

-6.8

-2.8

-4.6

5.4

-2.8

"•ha.n&e

-4.3

-1.1

-6.8

-:s.2

-4.8

a.1

-2.9

Cards

81.8 100.2

78.6

84.0

88.8

10.8

as. a

llea1't rate

ohe.Jlce

Heart rate

"oh&nae

Heart rate

Heart rate
ohanp

-6.2

5.6

-6.2

-4.6

-6.4

4.2

-7.0

Heart raw
"okanp

-'1.1

6.9

-'1.3

-6.2

-6.1

-7.3

Oard.a 4-8

16.8 103.8

78.0

88.4

ea. a

··~
76.8

Heart rate

93.8

ohanp

-11.0

9.2

-6.8

-2.2

-'l.o

10.2

-a.a

Heart rate
"obanp

-12.6

9.7

-s.o

-2.6

-'·'

15.3

-2.3
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lllan heart J"a'te

Subjecrts

8

exp~l

fable B.

&J'OUP nbjeo'ts throupou't ea.eh period

•

10

n

12

13

14

Pre..S'tress

102.6

78e!

89.7

86.4

73.4

81.0

90.0

Stress

127.8 102.8

94.8

17.2

76.8

us. a

102.6

Jtea:rt !"ate

as.s

24.4

s.1

11.8

1.4

24.8

u.s

2,.7

31.2

6.7

13.8

4.6

•s.o

14.0

Car4s 1-1

131.2

••••

112.8

88.8

78.1

U1.2

97.2

IIM.J't l'&'te
obaap

so.?

20.2

23.1

s••

2.2

36.2

7.2

Heart rate
~ ohanp

so.o

28.8

as.a

•• o

s.o

a.o

122.4 100.2

102.0

17.8

n.,

42.2
1u.o

93.6

19.1

22.0

12.3

12.2

..a.o

so.o

s.s

11.4

28.1

13.7

u.s

-a •.,

37.0

4.0

124.2 106.8

118.2

86.2

76.2

113.4

93.6

ohan&e
Ile&J"t rate
~ ohaDp

CaM I

Bea:rt rate

otaup

Hea.rt nte

%ohaqe

Ca1"4s 4-6

Bean raw
ohanp

21.7

28.1

25.6

-o.a

2.8

sa.t

s.s

Heart rate
"ohu.p

21.2

36.6

28.4

o.o

s.a

.o.o

4.0

AppencUx 8 (oontcl.)

~

Control aroup

Per C-.t Cban.1 in Heart Rate hom P,.._etreaa
Period tor Both Groups Dunne ancl :rollowinc $t11t•••
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Table

c.

Mea.n heart rate ooatrol pooup subjects
durin& Carel 3 ud Oa.rda 4-6

1

2

Card 3

81.8

100.2

78.8

Oard...a

.,••a

103.8

78.0

aa.,

Heart
rate

-t.a

s.e

...o.e

2.4.

Subjeota

~

I

I

7

4

5

M.o

ea.a

'10.8

88.8

88.2

Ta.a

ga.e

...o.s

e.o

4.8
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!able D.
lle&ll heart :rate apertmentel p-oup aubjeO'ts

41lrifll Oanl I ud C&.rds '-6

8

•

10

u

12

13

Card I

122.4

100.2

1oa.o

rr.s

n.•

110.0

93.6
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The dieae:rtatiOJt IIU'bld.tted by ldn.rcl M. Witten
baa beea read and approved by three members of the

DepartaeJ:tt ot Pqoholog.
The tbal. oopies haft bee e:uained by the

direotoJ' ot the diesertation and tlw aipature wbioh
appear• below writiee the taot tha.t U!'l' neoee11U'7
ohaape haYe been lneorpon.ted.• aDd that the disserta-

tioa is _.. giTell t1a1 appi"'ftl w1th nterenoe to
eontent. fora, and Mehald.eal aooura.oy.
The dianJ"tatiOJJ. is therefore aoeepte4 ia
partial tultill.Mnt ot the nqtd.f'tllllellta toJ' the

Degee of DootoF ot .Pblloaoph7•

